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Development of Drugs: Complex and Time Consuming

• 58 preclinical projects needed on average to achieve 1 launch

• 93 preclinical projects needed to have 80% likelihood to achieve one launch 
(Decision Analysis & Portfolio Management, 2005)

Systematic Reviews: 
established at later 
stages
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*Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development, 2015



Probability of FDA Approval for Drugs in 
Phase 1

11.0

19.0
15.3

Low Probability for Lead 
Indication Across 3 Studies

Reason for Attrition in Phase 3

54%

9%
19%18%

Hay et al., 2014



Can 
Systematic 

Reviews 
help?



Systematic Reviews at Janssen
Established in Clinical Research and Health Economics



But Rather Limited Use in Other Areas 
Related to Drug Development

Unaware of any SR in drug 
discovery / preclinical 

development at Janssen



Despite Background of Poor Reproducibility 
of Published Preclinical Data
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External data consistent 
with internal data   .

Main external data 
reproducible internally

Some external data   
reproducible internally

External data 
inconsistent                 
with internal data

21%

7%

4%
65 %

Majority of published studies not reproduced by Bayer

Prinz et al., Nature Rev Drug Disc, 2011

• Oncology
• Women’s health
• Cardiovascular

Aggregation of available information in a neutral manner reduces risk of bias and 
cherry picking



Market?

Medical Need?

Tractability?
Viable starting points?

Freedom to operate?

Should We Use Systematic Reviews Earlier?
Example Target Validation
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Plausible Hypothesis?

Evidence for Relevant Expression Pattern?

Evidence for Conserved Cross-Species Characteristics?

Supportive In Vivo Data?
Evidence for predictive validity of models?
Evidence for models with disease phenotype?
Evidence for efficacy of preclinical target manipulation?

Supportive Clinical Data?
Evidence for efficacy and safety in patients? 
Evidence for genetic association between target and disease?
Evidence for target linked to disease phenotype?



What Prevents Systematic Review Early On 
for Target Validation?

Limited data and limited transparency

• Preference for new targets in the hope to develop first in class drugs

• Insufficient public data on novel target leaves review inconclusive

Limited availability of unbiased data

• Low likelihood of publication of negative data, especially for new findings on novel 
mechanism of action/target

• Leads to overestimation of the role of a target in a disease process

Long timelines to completion

• Often industry requires rapid decisions about the validity of a target

• Time required for a Systematic Review may be prohibitive
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Where could Systematic Review be Enabling in 
Drug Discovery ? Example Assay Validation

Potential Utilities:

•Scientific tool: Phenotypic screening of compounds based on effects obtained 
in model systems

(Routine) efficacy / safety / tox models

•Management tool: Decision-making based on predictions of clinical efficacy and 
absence of safety/tox issues of lead compounds

•Ethical tool: Animal study protocol approval by ethical committees
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The Problem: You Get Out What You Put In

Effects of Long-Term Omega-3 Fatty Acid Supplementation 

on Cognition in Animal Models of Alzheimer’s Disease

Hooijmans et al., J. Alzheimer’s Disease 28, 2012
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Included Cognition Studies

Task Number of studies

Morris water maze 5

Avoidance learning 2

Object recognition 1

Radial arm maze 1

Study Characteristics (from Table 2 in Hooijmans et al., p. 195-195):

Tasks used (from Hooijmans et al., p. 198):

But: It doesn’t work in patients!

No. tests truly predictive:

0



The Status Quo - Time to Change?

The 
Classical 

Approach: 
Narrative 
Reviews

• Mainly descriptive 
overviews 
(Compound 
Monographs, IBs, 
journal articles)

• Often selective 
literature searches

• Potentially biased 
due to focus on a 
subset of studies, 
based on author 
selection

Possible
Future 

Approach: 
Systematic 

Reviews

• Comprehensive 
aggregation of available 
information in a neutral 
manner to reduce risk 
of bias and cherry 
picking

• Pre-defined quality 
criteria, upfront plan 
and search strategy

• Meta-analysis if 
possible and required 
to provide a 
quantitative estimate or 
summary effect size
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A Personal View on the Utility of Systematic 
Reviews in Industry

Data must be fit for purpose

• Availability of qualified data sets / publications

• Not suited for all areas of drug development

Users must understand the limitations

• Overestimation of effect sizes due to biases in original reports

• Still requires judgement whether data are pertinent

Can SyRF offer solutions?

Meeting the conditions above, SRs would facilitate evidence-based decisions, 
also in the earlier stages of DD, and should be more widely employed !

Process must be fit for purpose

• Manageable workload

• Graded approach: aggregate data analysis as default, individual data if required

• Limited resource needs (<< 1 FTE), automated if possible

• Acceptable timelines

• 3 months max.


